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ABSTRACT
A pro-environmental attitude in the general population is essential to combat climate change. Society as a whole has the power to change economic processes through market demands and to exert pressure on policymakers - both are key social factors that currently undermine the goals of decarbonization. Creating long-lasting, sustainable attitudes is challenging, and behavior change technologies do hard to overcome their limitations. Environmental psychology proposes social factors to be relevant, a.o. creating a global identity feeling and widening one’s view beyond the own bubble. From our experience in the field of mobile sensing and psychometric data inferences, we see strong potential in mobile sensing technologies to implement the aforementioned goals. We present concrete ideas in this paper, aiming to refine and extend them with the workshop and evaluate them afterward.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and models; Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and tools;
- Applied computing → Sociology.
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1 STRUCTURE AND PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER
We will first briefly show how HCI has researched behavior change technology to support sustainable behavior and which limitations research is facing. We then introduce research from behavioral- and environmental psychology, arguing that societal change and attitude forming are more promising than individual behavior change. We show the powers of nowadays mobile sensing technology, data inference approaches, and social crowd sensing. We then bring the insights from environmental psychology and present the HCI technologies together, to present novel application concepts based on these technologies that implement approaches that are promising to support societal change. We discuss the proposed technology critically, as these technologies bring a high responsibility - mobile sensing data collection can raise severe privacy issues, and the application of psychometric targeting approaches is ethically critical and needs to be well discussed.

2 WHAT SHCI RECENTLY DID: LIMITATIONS OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE TECHNOLOGY
Building on concepts of habit forming, self-optimization, and behavior change applications, HCI also investigated using such concepts to foster sustainable behavior, for example to push people more towards sustainable mobility [14] or foster sustainable consumption through self-reflection [6]. However persuasive sustainable interventions have limited real-world impact because the main objectives against acting sustainably are external circumstances that cannot be overcome by persuasive technology [9]. Furthermore, achieved behavior changes of studied projects are often not long-lasting in the wild [19]. In their recent review, Bremer et al. [8] summarize the efforts and limitations of past SHCI research, and call for going beyond individual behavior change and rather aim for societal change.

Persuasive technologies in other domains are usually designed to directly improve an aspect of oneself (e.g. physical fitness, mental health) which can directly be tracked and an improvement felt. Regarding sustainable behavior, classical behavior change-supporting technologies face limitations in real-world applicability, above all a lack of “good reason to use” e.g. extrinsic motivation, (see Technology Integration Model of Shaw et al. [27] for factors influencing continued use).

3 ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY + THE POWER OF SOCIETAL CHANGE
Actual technology alone is not sufficient to combat climate change, societal change (that can be supported by technology) is at least as important [12]. They report consumption patterns and corporate responses to be the two social factors that still undermine the goals of decarbonization. Hereby the latter is indirectly controlled by the first (i.e. companies adapt to market demands). Behavioral- and environmental psychology try to explain why people do not behave sustainably even though they have an attitude towards it (i.e. attitude-behavior gap), or what counteracts people developing an environmentally friendly attitude.

Attitude-Behavior Gap. Regarding consumer behavior, the main barrier towards actual sustainable behavior are hard circumstances like price, perceived availability, and convenience [1]. A lack of such extrinsic motivational factors come together with rather weak intrinsic motivations: Moral short-sightedness [2] and doubts whether one can make a difference as individuals throttle the intrinsic motivation of many people. Among the five obstacles towards farsighted actions that Ascher [2] point out, especially selfishness and uncertainty play a role in our context. The effects of one’s climate-negative actions are for western societies geographically
far away (i.e. out of one’s extended circle of selfishness) and the relationship is indirect, i.e. a concrete behavior does not directly lead to a concrete consequence.

Classical behavior change technologies (see e.g. [13]) are thereby doing hard in making an actual change towards climate-friendly behaviors.

**Pro-Environmental Attitudes.** In behavioral models, an attitude is a basis for behavior. Thus besides aiming for behavior change, the formation of a pro-environmental attitude among the population also is an important building block. Reese [25] argue that a common human identity, i.e. people regarding themselves as global citizens instead of part of some local group, could inform beliefs about environmental justice. Huber and Hilty [20] propose instead to leverage the behavior-to-attitude link. It is reported to be stronger than the vice versa link between attitude and behavior, although less studied yet. The behavior to attitude link can for example be observed when people are forced to life changes, e.g. when moving the location of home or workplace, in which associated higher flexibility towards pro-environmental change was observed [31].

4 **THE POWER OF MOBILE SENSING AND DATA INFERENCES TO SUPPORT SOCIETAL CHANGE**

Nowadays ubiquitous devices such as smartphones and -watches accompany their users throughout the whole day. We envision the following technologies as means to support societal change and implement approaches pointed out by environmental-psychology research in the previous section.

**Ubiquitous Behavioral Data.** With mobile sensing methods, these devices can access data on the user’s behavior, context, and situation unobtrusively in the background [17, 18]. Common behavioral data encompasses but is not limited to device usage, and mobility behavior including the choice of means of transport (e.g. via Google’s Awareness API 1), and mobile language use. Information on behaviors that cannot be directly sensed by the smartphone, such as consumption and nutrition behaviors, can either be gathered with journaling methods [30] (e.g. asking the user daily for their consumed amount of meat), via third-party devices or services (e.g. financial APIs that have access to purchases), or a semi-automatic approach combining both (e.g. taking a photo of each meal that is processed by image recognition) [6]. Most data is available immediately in the situation (in situ), allowing the user to follow their progress live.

**Machine Learning based Inferences.** Making inferences from behavioral data further allows assessing non-directly measurable behaviors and attitudes, such as personality traits [28] and political orientation [21]. Explained decisions of models support users in reflecting on their data and identifying connections between and reasons for behaviors [5].

**Mobile Crowd Data.** Data becomes especially powerful when it is put into context, i.e. comparing it with one’s own historical data or with the data of others. Data of other groups of people can be collected either via mobile crowd sensing systems [15],

1https://developers.google.com/awareness/overview, last accessed 7th February 2023

derived from existing sensing datasets of past studies such as conducted by Schoedel and Oldemeier [26], or accessed via APIs. Such comparisons can help people to classify their behavior with the local/national/global average. People can thereby also be pulled out of their bubble, which is a strong measure towards a sustainable attitude as depicted hands-on in Section 5.1.

5 **APPLICATION CONCEPTS**

In this section we interconnect the presented insights from environmental psychology with the specific capabilities of mobile sensing technology, to propose application concepts supporting societal change.

5.1 **Extrapolation of Sensed Behavior: Becoming Aware of Own Behavior**

Many behaviors that have an ecological positive or negative impact can be captured with smartphone sensing in situ, i.e. at the moment when it happens. Data on environmentally-relevant behaviors, such as mobility or consumption, can be used by applications to track their progress over time, or support behavior change [29].

A major factor limiting the proliferation of HCI towards sustainable behavior is the individual feeling of not having a higher-level impact. This limits intrinsic motivation and post-use evaluations, leading to non-adoption of technology.
To overcome this issue, we envision an application that makes users conscious of their behavior in relation to others.

Show environmental impact if everybody in your country behaves as you do at the moment. By taking the difference of the user’s behavior to national average values, users could be made aware of which impact one has as part of a larger group. By distinguishing between people that (a) already take efforts to live environmentally friendly and (b) those who don’t, it could be further pointed out which impact it would have if (a) engaged individuals would stop their engagement (corresponding to lacking motivation) and (b) further people could be convinced. This might foster a global identity feeling, which is a key factor to environmentally sustainable behavior [25].

Show environmental impact if everybody in the world behaves as you do at the moment. A different effect might be achieved when comparing with global averages. From the viewpoint of members of western societies, even the behavior of environmentally engaged people is carbon intensive when compared with the global average. The awareness of this should hint people to that (a) further engagement is still necessary, and (b) helps perceived losses of quality of life (e.g. renunciation of air travel) from outside their own bubble. While in one’s (social media) bubble it seems usual to fly several times per year, this isn’t the case when compared with the global standard. This view should help users regard themselves as global citizens and to judge their behavior regarding global standards.

General Design Considerations. In general, such an application should be designed for passive use, i.e. the app giving the user information and food for thought occasionally when appropriate. Ambient narrative interfaces, such as visualization on the lock- and home screen as proposed by Murnane et al. [24], are promising because users don’t have to actively use them and research has shown that ambient information is easier to process [16]. Also augmenting the real world, for example with public displays [22] or AR augmentations should be considered.

5.2 Personality-based Targeting: Unconscious Attitude Formation

Targeting content towards specific user groups has long existed especially in the context of the advertisement or election promotion campaigns, for example adapting ads by location [2], nowadays known as macro targeting. With the rising availability of more detailed user data, targeting procedures became more personalized and dynamic. From targeting ads to situations (e.g. work vs. leisure [3]) up to targeting content to an individual’s personality, known as psychometric targeting [10, 23]. These individual targeting mechanisms are also known as micro-targeting [7]. Micro-targeted ads unconsciously influence their audience, by speaking to fears and other subconscious triggers. Cambridge Analytica demonstrated the power of such technology, by influencing a.o. the Donald Trump election and Brexit vote [11] with mass persuasion through targeted content based on social media data. The border between clearly unethical use cases of psychometric targeting methods, such as the raising of people’s fear supported by fake news in the Donald Trump campaign, and societally accepted uses, such as personalized advertisements on social media recommending products in one’s area of interest, is a continuum. Research should discuss to which extent the application of psychometric targeting can also be used for the good in an ethical manner (continuing on e.g. Bay [4]). Barriers to sustainable behavior are diverse and depend on individual norms, education, and experiences. One’s attitude can make an exemplary subdivision: Among people whose general attitude is in favor of sustainable behavior, the attitude-behavior gap describes reasons that hinder actual sustainable behavior. On the other hand, there are people whose attitudes are not in favor of acting sustainably at all. Both groups of people have to be targeted differently when designing systems supporting sustainable behavior. In the first case, it is promising to support people in their intended actions (e.g. lowering burdens of the behavior). However, in the latter case, persuasion of one’s internal beliefs and attitude would have to go first. Targeting could encompass various kinds of content. Advertisements and pro-environmental campaigns in social media could be targeted, to approach the viewer’s individual burden against sustainable behavior. The unconscious approach could thereby bypass limitations of conscious targetings, such as rebound effects and climate depression. Furthermore, it enables us to talk to audiences that are not inherently interested in the topic of climate change.

Figure 2: Psychographic messaging, targeting to two exemplary types of personality. Adapted from Cambridge Analytica’s concept for targeting political campaigns with social media data[2].
6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Why should one use such a system?

The usage of technology mostly happens deliberately, i.e. users decide to use it in expectation of some benefit. As extrinsic motivators are often not present in this domain, and intrinsic factors hardly overcome other aggravating factors, HCI needs to find solutions motivating the use of sustainability-fostering application concepts. We’d like to discuss the potential of ambient mobile applications and public displays in the workshop. Also, the involvement of third-party stakeholders who are interested in an environmentally friendly attitude should be considered when designing applications, such as governments and pro-environmental parties.

6.2 Ethical Considerations of (Mis)using Technology

Technology brings a lot of power to their developers. Psychometric targeting approaches have played a major, if not deciding, role in the election of Donald Trump as U.S. president and the Brexit vote. We would like to discuss in the workshop whether the application of such technologies for the common good is ethically correct.

6.3 Sustainable = Good?

What is a good purpose is a matter of perspective. For the audience of this paper, it might be undeniable that fostering sustainability is a good aim and political populism isn’t. However outside of this bubble, for example from the viewpoint of a confident republican politician, it might be vice versa. As a basis for the previous discussion point, we need to discuss whether what is good can be defined at all. Is it ethically correct to try to convince people with our pro-environmental viewpoint?

6.4 Combination with Further Technologies

The proposed concepts could be well-combined with other technologies. For example, Virtual Reality (VR) might be suitable to depict the effect of one’s behavior in a future world, or Augmented Reality (AR) could augment alternative behaviors in situ.

7 CONCLUSION: NEXT STEPS

Beyond reducing its own impact and making technology more efficient, HCI is having a limited impact on solving the climate crisis. Societal and individual change is essential, as the people are those third-party stakeholders who are interested in an environmentally friendly attitude. Beyond reducing its own impact and making technology more efficient, HCI is having a limited impact on solving the climate crisis.
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